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Abstract
This study examined the effects of images and messages in advertisement and product
evaluations. The study categorized advertisements into two parts: images (warm and cold
imagery) and messages (abstract and concrete messaging). It is expected that an advertisement
with warm images and concrete messages, cold images and abstract messages is more effective
in stimulating positive advertisement and product evaluations. The study also explored the
mediating role of processing fluency toward advertisement and product evaluations. Results
suggest that a warm image fits better with abstract messages, a cold image fits better with
concrete messages, which could generate more positive advertisement and product evaluations.
In addition, the effect of the “fit condition” of image and message on advertisement and product
evaluations is mediated by viewers’ advertisement processing fluency.
Keywords: advertisement message, advertisement image, processing fluency,
advertisement evaluation, product evaluation
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Introduction
Many firms allocate a large portion of their budget to design appealing advertisements
that attract more customers. Advertisement, as a communication tool that brings marketing
messages to the customers, has been implicated for decades for understanding its effects on
consumption behavior. Marketers spend time and resources to design advertisements that could
stimulate more positive attitude and evaluation from consumers. Thus, it is important to answer
the question: What kind of advertisements can better stimulate people’s positive evaluation
towards the advertisements? Two parts of the advertisement are equally important when looking
at a designed advertisement: images and messages. According to the elaboration likelihood
model (ELM) proposed by Petty and Cacioppo (1986), message elements of an advertisement are
central cues that are more enduring in memory than other peripheral cues and pictorial images
that have been proved to elicit strong emotional responses (Bradley et al., 1992). Therefore, it is
likely that subtle changes of these two elements ultimately will make a big difference on
advertisement. Thus, in this study aims to investigate which type of images (warm and cold
images) and messages (concrete and abstract messages) will work better together to enhance
product and advertisement evaluations as well as to explore its underlying mechanism.
Images in the advertisements that are studied in this research are differentiated into warm
images and cold images. Cold images refer to images depicting nature scenes with ice, frost, and
snow and warm images refer to images depicting fire, embers, and candles (Choi et al., 2016).
Different from previous literatures focusing on the real ambient temperature, this research
explores perceived temperatures triggered by images. Furthermore, it is proved that temperature
priming effect can be triggered not only by physical experience but also by a conceptual process
encompassing other forms of stimulation (e.g., different colours, different images, different
words, etc.) that may give people a feeling of cold or warm (Halali et al., 2017). Most of the
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studies till now have focused more on how physical temperature affects people’s impulsive
purchase intention (Zia et al., 2016), willingness to pay (Cheema & Patrick, 2012; Sinha &
Bagchi, 2019), and performance on cognitive-related tasks (Pilcher et al., 2002) but few of them
pay attention to perceived temperature (Kolb et al., 2012). Both physical and conceptual
temperature primes are worthy to investigate since even though the feelings of warmth or cold
are caused by different situational factors, they might have similar impact on consumer
behaviour (Halali et al., 2017). This research aims to investigate whether and how temperature
generated by images influences consumer information processing and evaluation.
In addition to images, the message is another key element that catches consumers’
attention in advertisements. Message framing is a way to manipulate how information is
presented to optimize people’s reactions (Rothman & Salovey, 1997). Previous studies have
explored persuasive messages in advertisements. For example, prior studies focused on the
benefits of taking recommended behaviour (i.e., gain framing) or the losses of neglecting the
recommended behaviour (i.e., loss framing; Cervellon, 2012). Levin and Gaeth (1988) also
demonstrated that consumers’ evaluation of the same product is more positive when it is
described in a gain framing versus a loss framing. Based on construal level theory (CLT; Trope
& Liberman, 2010), messages framed in a concrete or abstract way influence how people process
the information in the messages (West & Holcomb, 2000). This research investigates how
messages (concrete vs. abstract) interact with images (cold vs. warm) to influence advertisement
and product evaluation.
Processing fluency could be influenced by different stimuli; for example, it could be
affected by different regulatory focus (Lee & Aaker, 2004), aesthetic pleasure (Reber et al.,
2004), and visual complexity (Orth & Crouch, 2014). Previous studies in marketing also have
found that processing fluency affects consumer judgments, such as advertisement evaluations
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(Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009; Reber et al., 2004). However, researchers did not pay much
attention to how image and temperature in the advertisement influence processing fluency. Based
on the CLT, this research proposes that a fit between images and messages could lead to a higher
level of processing fluency. Winkielman and Cacioppo (2001) showed that an increase in
processing fluency will lead to a more positive evaluation. Therefore, the results further advance
the understanding and influence of processing fluency.
This research contributes to the literature on image temperature, processing fluency, and
advertising. First, previous studies explored temperature trigger by a haptic stimulus (Williams &
Bargh, 2008), different colour (Pilelienė & Grigaliūnaitė, 2017), and different lightning (Mills et
al., 2007). In this research, I focus on feelings of warmth and coldness stimulated by visual
stimulus—images in the advertisement. Prior study showed that perceived temperature through
watching or thinking about something cool could influence individuals’ performance by
improving cognitive control (Halali et al., 2017). This research demonstrates that image triggered
temperature interacts with different messages (abstract and concrete messages) to influence
advertisement and product evaluations. Second, the findings of this research advance the
understanding of processing fluency, especially when viewing an advertisement. Prior research
has shown various factors (e.g., aesthetic pleasure, visual complexity) that can lead to processing
fluency. Few explored whether and how different images and different messages could influence
processing fluency. Based on CLT, this research proposed and showed that the amounts of
resources used when processing the advertisement influences processing fluency, which
subsequently affects product and advertisement evaluations. More specifically, higher
temperature generates greater psychological proximity (Ijzerman & Semin, 2009) that promotes
the ability to understand concrete messages. On the other hand, cold images leave individuals
with a feeling of distance (Ijzerman & Semin, 2009), which will enhance the performance on
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processing abstract messages framed abstractly.
Third, the advertising literature has studied the impact of message framing in an
advertisement on advertisement persuasiveness. For example, studies have examined the effect
of two types of scarcity messages (e.g., limited quantity and limited time; Aggarwal et al., 2011),
the effects of message concreteness and gain (vs. loss) framing (Xiao et al., 2021), the effect of
promotion-focused and prevention-focused messages (Kareklas et al., 2012), and the effect of
attribute-framed and goal-framed messages (Putrevu, 2010) on advertisement effectiveness. On
the other hand, with a focus on images, scholars also studied how multiple images (Chowdhury
et al., 2008), cold (vs. neutral or warm) images (Choi et al., 2016), and product image facing
direction (left versus right) in an advertisement (Zhang et al., 2019) influence advertisement
persuasiveness. Building on these two streams of research, this study examines the interaction
effect of image temperature (warm vs. cold) and message concreteness (abstract vs. concrete) on
advertisement persuasion. In conclusion, these findings provide managerial implications for
marketers by advancing the understanding of what type of image and message work better
together in an advertisement to enhance advertisement effectiveness.
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Literature Review
Advertisement Messages and Images
Message framing is defined as manipulating the way that information in a message is
presented to optimize its impact on receivers’ behaviour and reactions (Rothman & Salovey,
1997). Previous studies have already examined effects of different message types on
advertisement recall. For example, Mukherjee (2002) studied how imagery-provoking ad
messages influence advertisement recall and showed that when the verbal attribute information
in the advertisement is not image-provoking, the added pictures that provide examples of the
information enhance recall of the advertisement. The effectiveness of more associative versus
less associative communications are explored in the marketing context. It is shown that stronger
association communications (e.g., “get matching shirt free”) are more imagery evocative
compared to those weaker association (e.g., “get second item free”), thus resulting more
favorable consumer evaluations (Aydınoğlu & Krishna, 2019). Besides, the effectiveness of
narrative versus non-narrative messages in the advertisement was studied. Researchers showed
that a narrative compared to a non-narrative message style produces more favorable ad attitude
and more positive green evaluations (Anna Kim et al., 2022) Most of previous studies focus on
how gain-framed and loss-framed messages influence people’s evaluation of and attitude toward
the message (e.g., Baek & Yoon, 2017; Kulkarni & Yuan, 2015), as well as the persuasiveness of
promotion- and prevention-focused messages (e.g., Kareklas et al., 2012; Lee & Aaker, 2004;
Allard & Griffin, 2017). However, there is an aspect that needs more attention from scholars,
which is the abstract and concrete message in the advertisement. Research from the judgment
and decision context suggests that vividly described information (i.e., concrete information) has
more impact on judgments than merely giving raw facts (i.e., abstract information) (Borgida &
Nisbett, 1977). Thus, it is necessary to explore how people make different evaluations and
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judgements on advertisements containing abstract or concrete information.

Therefore, this

study explored the difference between abstract and concrete advertisement messages, as
presented in Table 1. For example, the same information is judged as more probably true when it
is framed in a concrete rather than an abstract way (Hansen & Wänke, 2010). Abstract product
descriptions also are perceived as more luxurious than concrete product descriptions (Hansen &
Wänke, 2011). In addition, a speed and accuracy advantage for lexical decision about concrete
words could be found when people are viewing concrete words before abstract words (Kroll &
Merves, 1986). In this research, I focus on how abstract- and concrete-framed messages
influence people’s evaluation of products and advertisements. Even though my study also
distinguishes messages into abstract and concrete ones, I combine the effect of different
messages with the effect of different images in an advertisement together, which is the main
unique aspect of this study.
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Table 1
Literature Review for Ad Messages and Ad Images
Study

Theoretical context

Independent
variable(s)

Moderator(s)

Outcome
variable(s)

Main findings

Advertisement
recall, affect or
feelings
generated by the
advertisement

When the verbal attribute information
in the advertisement copy is not
imagery-provoking, the addition of
pictures exemplifying that information
enhances both recall and affect, while,
when the verbal attribute information
itself is imagery-provoking, the addition
of pictures increases affect but not
recall.

Brand attitude

Appeals presented in gain frames are
more persuasive when the message is
promotion focused, whereas loss-framed
appeals are more persuasive when the
message is prevention focused.
Enhanced processing fluency leading to
more favorable evaluations in conditions
of compatibility appears to underlie
these effects.

Ad messages
Mukherjee Explore the impact of
(2002)
pictures on the
accompanying verbal
information in print
advertisements for highimagery and low-imagery
copy, and for highinvolvement and lowinvolvement products

Lee and
Aaker
(2004)

The study examines the
Influence of regulatory fit on
processing fluency and
persuasion

Ad message
(imagery-provoking
vs. Not imagery
provoking)

Regulatory focus
(promotion vs.
prevention)
message frame
(gain vs. Loss)

Processing
fluency
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Kareklas
et al.
(2012)

This research draws on
theoretical perspectives
related to regulatory focus
and self-view in the context
of "green" advertising
appeals.

Regulation focus
(promotion vs.
prevention), selfview (independent
vs. interdependent)

Brand attitude

Prevention (vs. promotion) focused
environmental appeals generated more
favorable attitudes for individuals who
are situationally primed to have an
independent self-view. In the
interdependent self-view condition, the
promotion-focused appeals performed as
well as or better than the preventionfocused appeals.

Roy and
Sharma
(2015)

The impact of message
framing and scarcity appeal
types in advertisements on
consumers with varying
levels of need for uniqueness
(NFU)

Message framing
and levels of NFU

Scarcity appeal
types

Participants with lower levels of NFU
show a greater impact of demand (vs.
supply) scarcity appeal on their attitudes
and purchase intentions, whereas
participants with higher levels of NFU
show a greater impact of supply (vs.
demand) appeal. Under both gain and
loss frames, participants with lower
levels of NFU prefer demand over
supply appeal, whereas under the loss
frame, participants with higher levels of
NFU prefer supply over demand.

Kulkarni
and Yuan
(2015)

Effect of ad-irrelevant
distance cues on
persuasiveness

Irrelevant cues in
the ad environment

Persuasiveness of
message framing

Product categories
(low- vs. high-cost)
message framing
(high-construal vs.

Choice,
evaluation, fit,
and purchase
intentions

Participants evaluated positively
(negatively) framed messages more
favourably when induced with social
remoteness (proximity), spatial
remoteness (proximity), and an abstract
(concrete) construal.
Comparatively expensive versions of
objectively low-priced products (e.g., an
expensive chocolate truffle) are best
promoted through more abstract slogans,

Allard and
Griffin
(2017)

How perceived
expensiveness shapes
consumers’ response to the

Messages framed
as gains or losses
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wording of marketing
communications.

low-construal)
messages)

whereas comparatively affordable
versions of objectively high-priced
products (e.g., an inexpensive diamond
pendant) are best promoted using more
concrete slogans.

Baek and
Yoon
(2017)

How two negative emotions
(guilt and shame) influence
responses to environmental
ad messages

Guilt and shame

Persuasiveness of
message framing

Participants primed with guilt express
higher intention to conserve water after
they view a gain-framed water
conservation ad; participants primed
with shame express higher conservation
intention after they view a loss-framed
ad.

Aydınoğlu
and
Krishna
(2019)

Subtle differences in textual
marketing communications
can impact the evocation of
consumption-imagery,
implicitly subsuming all the
senses, which consequently
affects consumer attitudes
toward the communication
and the product.

Verbal deal
communication
(more associative
vs. less associative)

Communication
effectiveness

Retail-store deals which communicate
stronger association between products
(“get matching shirt free”) are more
imagery evocative compared to those
with weaker association (“get second
item free”), thereby impacting consumer
evaluations.

Anna Kim
et al.
(2022)

The research evaluates the
effectiveness of a narrative
approach to social-media
messages that communicate
green initiatives

Message style
(narrative vs. nonnarrative)

Ad attitude and ad
evaluation

Results show that a narrative (vs. nonnarrative) message style produces more
favorable Ad attitude and more positive
green evaluations and the advantage of
narrative messages over non-narrative
messages is narrowed in the case of
specific information.
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Table 1 (cont’d)
Literature Review for Ad Messages and Ad Images
Study

Theoretical context

Independent
variable(s)

Moderator(s)

Outcome variable(s)

Main findings

Ad images
McQuarri The effect of personification
and
in advertising
Phillips
(2011)

Different images in
the advertisement
(personification vs.
nonpersonification
images)

Brand attitude, brand
liking

(Chang,
2013)

Picture type
(narrative versus
product picture)
picture type
(narrative versus
product picture)

Advertisement
attitude, brand attitude

Imagery fluency and narrative
advertising effects

Visual personification--pictures in an
ad that metaphorically represent a
product as engaged in some kind of
human behavior--can trigger
anthropomorphism. Such
personification, when embedded in an
ad, appears to lead to more positive
emotions, more positive attributions
of brand personality, and greater
brand liking.
Narrative pictures, as opposed to
product pictures, increased
comprehension fluency and imagery
fluency, which further affected ad
judgments (ad attitudes and brand
attitudes); accessible, as opposed to
less accessible, narratives, which
were expected to facilitate conceptual
fluency, actually increased
comprehension fluency and further
enhanced imagery fluency.
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Choi et
al. (2016)

The Impact of Visual Stimuli
on the effectiveness of
Negative Emotional Charity
Appeals

Cold image
(present vs. absent)

The effectiveness of a
negative (versus
neutral) charity appeal

Cold image induced feelings of
loneliness will mitigate an
individual’s ability to sympathize
with the victims in a charity appeal,
thereby eliminating the effectiveness
of the appeal.

Guido et
al.,
(2018)

Whether print advertisements
featuring faces (i.e., face
advertisements) or face-like
images (i.e., pareidolian
advertisements) better capture
consumer attention than
advertisements that do not
include such elements.

Ad image (face vs.
paredolian)

Brand recognition and
advertisement
preference

Both face advertisements and
pareidolian advertisements increased
brand recognition and advertisement
preference. Both two types of
advertisements
captured viewers’ attention and more
frequently were recognized than
advertisements that did not feature
faces or face-like objects.

Sung et
al. (2019)

The effect of unrealistic
product images in advertising

Image (unrealistic
vs. realistic)

Product evaluation

Using unrealistic product images in
advertisements attenuates consumers’
judgments of the product’s benefits
and drawbacks and has consequences
for consumption behaviour.

(Zhang et
al., 2020)

This research examined the
interaction effects between
product presentation
dynamism and other
advertising stimuli on imagery
fluency and purchase
intentions.

Product
presentation
(dynamism:
stationary versus
dynamic),
background image
(plain versus
transformational
versus
informational)

Perceived
transformativeness
and perceived
informativeness

Dynamic presentation diverts
attentional resources to the advertised
product, diminishing the positive
effects of contextual backgrounds on
imagery fluency for both hedonic and
utilitarian products. The indirect
effect of contextual backgrounds on
purchase intentions via imagery
fluency appears to be conditional on
dynamic product presentation.
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Words that represent concrete concepts are processed more quickly and efficiently than
the words that represent more abstract concepts (West & Holcomb, 2000). Also, the time people
use to understand a sentence is generally shorter when the sentence is concrete instead of abstract
(Haberlandt & Graesser, 1985; Schwanenflugel & Shoben,1983). Individuals usually identify
with and remember messages when they are in a concrete rather than an abstract form—referred
to as the concreteness effect (Breedin et al., 1994). It takes less time for those who get concrete
messages to understand the messages.
In addition to message, image is another element of an advertisement. Previous studies
have shed light on how various images in the advertisement influence customers differently, as
presented in Table 1. For example, the same characteristic of the product is judged less intensely
when a product is presented by an unrealistic image instead of a realistic image (Sung et al.,
2019). Cold images compared to warm images could better mitigate an individual’s ability to
sympathize with the victims in a charity appeal (Choi et al., 2016). Both face advertisements and
pareidolian advertisements capture more attention from customers than advertisements that did
not feature faces or face-like objects (Guido et al., 2018). Visual personification in the
advertisement leads to more positive emotions, more positive attributions of brand personality,
and greater brand liking (McQuarri & Phillips, 2011). Dynamic presentation diverts attentional
resources to the advertised product, diminishing the positive effects of contextual backgrounds
on imagery fluency (Zhang et al.2020). Narrative pictures, compared to product pictures,
increase comprehension fluency and imagery fluency, which further affect advertisement
judgments (Chang, 2013). The extant studies also focus on the interaction effect of image and
message in the advertisement, as presented in Table 2. For example, the congruency of
advertisements in the social media like Instagram has been studied and it is concluded that
customers are more interested in the brand-related posts that are congruent in image and text in
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Instagram (e.g., brand-related images and brand-related hashtags; Ha et al., 2021). Besides, the
congruity of background banner color and banner text color on the website was studied and it
indicated that incongruity has a more favorable effect on advertisement recall and recognition,
whereas congruity has more favorable effects on website attitudes (Moore et al., 2005). Previous
study also explored the interaction effect of visual metaphors (low vs. high complexity) and
verbal messages (explicit vs. implicit) in the advertisement and the results showed that
consumers experience a higher sense of pleasure and appreciation when explicit (vs. implicit)
verbal messages are presented with extremely complex visual metaphors (Ryoo et al., 2020).
Moreover, how people process different types of indirect claims was also studied. It was
concluded that when the indirect metaphorical claim in an advertisement is presented in a
picture, customers are more likely to generate positive inferences spontaneously (McQuarrie &
Phillips, 2005). Therefore, as another factor in the advertisement, images are also worth
studying. This research aims to investigate effects of image temperature (cold vs. warm) and its
interaction effect with messages. Since almost all the advertisements come out with these two
factors, it is important to understand the interaction effect between them, which could guide the
design of a more attractive advertisement.
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Table 2
Literature Review for Interaction of Advertisement Message and Advertisement Image

Study

Theoretical context

Independent
variable(s)

Outcome
variable(s)

Main findings

McQuarrie
and
Phillips
(2005)

How consumers
process different
types of indirect
claims in pictures
and words

Indirect
metaphorical
claim
(words vs.
pictures)

If consumers
are receptive
to multiple,
distinct,
positive
inferences
about the
advertised
brand

When consumers are presented
with an indirect metaphorical
claim, they become more receptive
to multiple positive inferences
about the advertised brand. In
addition, when the indirect
metaphorical claim takes the form
of a picture, consumers are more
likely to spontaneously generate
such positive inferences at the time
of ad exposure.

(Moore et
al., 2005)

This research
examines the effects
of advertiser-Web
site congruity,
background banner
color and banner
color-text color
contrast on Web
browsers' attention,
as well as attitude
toward the ad and
the Web site.

AdvertiserWeb site
context
congruency
(congruent
vs.
incongruent)

Attention,
attitude
toward the
ad, and
attitude
toward the
Web site.

The results indicate that
incongruity has a more favorable
effect on recall and recognition,
whereas congruity has more
favorable effects on attitudes.
When ads generate sufficient
attention to gain recall or
recognition, moderate congruity
offers the most favorable attitudes
toward the ad

Ryoo et al.
(2020)

How different visual
metaphors and
verbal messages
interactively impact
on consumers’
pleasure and
advertisement
appreciation.

Visual
metaphors
(low
complexity
vs. High
complexity)
Ad
messages
(explicit vs.
implicit)

Consumers’
pleasure and
ad
appreciation

Consumers experience a higher
sense of pleasure and appreciation
when explicit (vs. implicit) verbal
messages are presented with
extremely complex visual
metaphors (i.e., replacement ads),
whereas implicit (vs. explicit)
verbal messages are more effective
with moderately complex visual
metaphors (i.e., fusion ads).
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Ha et al.
(2021)

Automatically
detecting image–text
mismatch on
Instagram with deep
learning

Visual
information
is congruent
or
incongruent

Attitude
towards the
brand

Visual information mismatch in
brand-related posts creates
contextual incongruence, which
violates the consumer-driven
culture of searching for brand
information and connecting with
other consumers.
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The hypotheses proposed in this thesis are informed by the research on advertisements
framing, and with a particular focus on abstract and concrete messages, as well as the various
types of images in an advertisement.
Temperature
Situational factors that may be irrelevant to the products can often shape people’s
response to the products (Krishna, 2012), including a store’s background music, theme colour, or
even ceiling height. One of the essential factors that affects people’s attitude to the products is
temperature, which has been studied for decades. Previous studies have already identified
different effects on consumers’ reaction caused by warm and cool temperatures, as shown in
Table 3. For instance, warm conditions easily develop and maintain people’s relationships with
brands (Albert & Valette-Florence, 2010) and are also more likely to increase product valuation
(Zwebner et al., 2014; Barbera et al., 2018). Compared to neutral temperature product surface,
physical cold product surface can increase consumers’ perceptions of a product's status signaling
and luxuriousness (Park & Hadi, 2019). Besides, people literally felt cold or preferred warm food
when they experienced being socially excluded (Zhong & Leonardelli, 2008). Compared with
cool temperatures, people under warm conditions use less cognitive resources to deal with
presented information quickly, effortlessly, and unconsciously (Cheema & Patrick, 2012). People
rely more on intuitive thinking when the resources have been depleted by prior actions, since the
ability to engage in an effortful situation has been decreased (Pocheptsova et al., 2009).
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Table 3
Literature Review for Temperature
Study

Theoretical context

Independent
variable(s)

Outcome
variable(s)

Main findings

Customers’
performance

Hot and cold temperature
exposure has a negative impact
on performance; other variables
(e.g., length of exposure to
temperature or task duration)
may modify this relationship.

Fluorescent
lights to
achieve nonvisual,
biological
effects
within a
workplace
setting

Biological
effects within a
workplace
setting

High correlated colour
temperature fluorescent lights
could provide a useful
intervention to improve wellbeing and productivity in the
corporate setting.

The research tested
whether social exclusion
induces an actual feeling
of coldness by asking
participants to estimate
the current room
temperature and to
indicate their preference
for warm versus cold
foods and drinks.

Recall
experience
(social
exclusion vs.
Social
inclusion)

Feeling of
coldness

People literally felt cold or
preferred warm food when they
experienced being socially
excluded, regardless of whether
such experience was induced
through recalling past experience
or participating in a virtual
interaction.

Cheema
and Patrick
(2012)

Influence of warm vs.
cool temperatures on
consumer choice

Warm vs.
cool
temperature

Customers’
performance on
complex choice
task

Warm (vs. cool) temperatures
deplete resources, increase
System 1 processing, and
influence performance on
complex choice tasks.

Inagaki and
Eisenberger
(2013)

Whether experiencing
social warmth increases
feelings of warmth and
whether experiencing
physical warmth
increases feelings of
social connection

Physicalwarmth
manipulation
and social –
warm
manipulation

Extent to which
participants felt
connected after
reading the
positive and
neutral messages
and how warm

Findings showed an overlap
between physical and social
warmth: Participants felt warmer
after reading the positive
(compared with neutral)
messages and more connected

Pilcher et
al. (2002)

Effects of hot and cold
temperature exposure on
customers’ performance

Mills et al.
(2007)

Quantify the effects of
newly developed high
correlated colour
temperature fluorescent
lights

Zhong and
Leonardelli
(2008)
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showed items
felt

after holding the warm pack
(compared with the ball).

Zwebner et
al. (2014)

Relationship between
warm temperature and
customers’ evaluation

Warm vs.
cold
temperature

Willingness to
pay

Exposure to physical warmth
activates the concept of
emotional warmth, eliciting
positive reactions and increasing
product valuation; warm
temperatures also reduce
individuals’ perceived distance
from the target products.

Halali et al.
(2017)

How experienced and
perceived temperatures
affect cognitive control

Cool vs.
warm
temperature

Cognitive
control

Cool (vs. warm) temperatures
lead to improved performance on
an anti-saccade task, an
established cognitive control
measure.

(Barbera et
al., 2018)

The current research
examined the effect of
weather and
temperature-related
visual cues on consumer
valuations of a service
product.

Temperature
cues (warm
vs. cool)

Price valuation

Participants who view high (vs.
low) temperature cues will
provide higher (vs lower)
evaluations of value. Low level
of impulsivity will attenuate the
effects of the temperature cues,
such that participants who view
high (vs. low) temperature cues
will report higher expected
values only in high levels of
impulsivity condition.

Park and
Hadi
(2019)

The research examines
the association between
high-status products and
cold temperature

Product
surface
temperature
(cold vs.
neutral)

Perceived status
signaling and
luxuriousness,
and positively
influence
product
evaluations

Physical cold can indeed increase
consumers’ perceptions of a
product's status signaling and
luxuriousness.
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Besides experiencing summer and winter, which could directly impart a feeling of warm
and cold, temperature feeling could also be found when individuals are exposed to different
colour (Pilelienė & Grigaliūnaitė, 2017) or different lightning (Mills et al., 2007). Temperature
priming effect does not necessarily require physical experience; it could also be triggered
through conceptual processes (Halali et al., 2017; Inagaki & Eisenberger, 2013). For instance,
watching or thinking of something cool (e.g., pictures of landscapes related to cool temperatures)
could lead to improved cognitive control (Halali et al., 2017), watching objects in red colour
could lead to a feeling of higher temperature than with other colours (Fenko et al., 2010), and
watching smooth-surfaced materials (e.g., glass) could lead to a greater feeling of cold than by
watching rough materials, such as wood (Wastiels et al., 2012). Researchers found that even
though there are two different ways of giving people the feeling of cold or warm, but the
temperature effect on consumer behavior is almost the same (Inagaki & Eisenberger, 2013).
While researchers have used different colours, lighting, and materials to create visually warm or
cold environments in a retail context, a research gap exists on how different images stimulate
different feelings of warm or cold in the advertising industry. The temperature in this research
focuses on temperature generated by images.
The hypothesis proposed in this thesis focused on how various images presented in the
advertisements leave people with different feelings of warmth and coldness.
Processing Fluency
Processing a message or an advertisement always mobilizes various internal mental
events. For example, people may spend some time considering the truth of the advertisement or
may be attracted by the image or message in the advertisement. Fluency is the factor that
dominates the whole process (Oppenheimer, 2008). People can easily recognize if it is difficult
or easy to process information. The results of processing similar content may differ in effort
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(Schwarz, 1998) and speed (Jacoby, 1983) due to different kinds of presentations to people. High
fluency elicits more positive outcomes (e.g., product evaluation) compared with low fluency
(Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). Previous studies have examined the relationship between
processing fluency and judgments of truth (Reber & Schwarz, 1999), evaluative judgment
(Winkielman et al., 2003), and aesthetic pleasure (Reber et al., 2004). It has been shown that
processing fluency could be influenced by various variables, such as the font of words (Cabooter
et al., 2016), complexity (Labroo et al., 2011), or repeated exposure (Bornstein & D’Agostino,
1994). Therefore, it is obvious that fluency can play an essential role in making a judgment.
Kacen and Lee (2002) proposed that processing fluency could be triggered perceptually
or conceptually. Perceptual fluency could be identified more easily by individuals, which render
stimulus more readily recognized on subsequent encounters (Jacoby & Dallas, 1981). It relates to
the finding that some attributes of perceptual objects may be processed more quickly than other
attributes (e.g., symmetry). Conceptual fluency is triggered by other associations that render the
stimulus more accessible in memory. It results from coherence with existing conceptual
knowledge. Perceptual fluency is sensitive to any changes of the product or advertisement across
different exposures. Therefore, it is important for marketers to make sure the proper content is
chosen in the advertisement when the advertisement evaluation is driven by perceptual fluency.
However, conceptual fluency relies more on elaborative processing so it cannot be affected by
features changed across different exposures. Later, a third type of processing fluency is
demonstrated; encoding fluency is identified as the ease or difficulty with which information can
be encoded in memory (Hertzog et al., 2003). In the current research, I extend the understanding
of processing fluency effects: the higher or lower level of processing fluency while viewing an
advertisement is influenced by the ease or difficulty while trying to understand the images and
messages in the advertisement. Based on the CLT, greater psychological proximity generated by
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warm images promotes the ability to understand concrete messages, and greater psychological
distance generated by cold images promotes the ability to understand abstract message.
Therefore, I propose that when viewing an advertisement consisting of warm (cold) images and
concrete (abstract) messages, the level of processing fluency is enhanced since it is easier to
process the information in the advertisement.
Construal Level Theory
According to the theory of categorization proposed by Rosch (1975) and the concept of
formation proposed by Medin and Smith (1984), high-level construal focuses more on abstract,
general, coherent, superordinate features, while low-level construal represents more concrete,
specific, contextualized, and subordinate features (Liberman & Trope, 1998). Concrete
presentations often include several abstractions (Trope & Liberman, 2010), which means the
content in an advertisement could be formed in either an abstract way or a concrete way due to
the various presentations. For example, when we describe an object such as a “cellular phone,”
we exclude the feature of its size; when we say “hanging out” instead of “going to a Chinese
restaurant,” we exclude the exact behaviours.
Since the CLT was proposed, it has been studied for years from different angles. As CLT
proposed, one of the most common aspects being studied based on this theory is psychological
distance (Trope & Liberman, 2010). Scholars also applied CLT to examine consumers’ decisionmaking (Fiedler, 2007; Trope et al., 2007), spatial distance (Henderson et al., 2006) as well as
temporal distance (Liberman & Trope, 1998; Trope & Liberman, 2010). Based on the CLT, the
lower-level construal is more concrete and more contextual, while the higher level of construal is
more abstract and more summary. Following this vein, I aim to understand how CLT works
while processing the advertisement consisting of abstract or concrete message and warm image
and cold image. Such aim helps to fill the gap of interaction effect of messages and images in an
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advertisement, which gives researchers a bright idea of how and why different presentations of
advertisement lead to various effects.
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Hypotheses Development
Warm images, even though they are different from the physical temperature people
experience every day, can trigger a warm feeling perceptually (Halali et al., 2017). It is proved to
be the same with the cold image; for example, watching or thinking of something cool could lead
to a perceptual cold feeling (Halali et al., 2017). Therefore, the image in the advertisement could
indirectly affect people’s perception of temperature. More specifically, when people are
presenting an advertisement with an image of cold glaciers, whatever the ambient temperature,
people will have a cold feeling perceptually. The same is true for the warm image. Thus, I
propose that a warm image (e.g., an image containing the sun, a desert, or similar warm scenery)
and a cold image (e.g., an image containing snow, ice, or similar cold scenery) can deliver a
feeling of warmth and a feeling of coldness, respectively, which would be equivalent to the
feeling people experience under a physical warm (e.g., the rising indoor temperature) and cold
condition (e.g., the reduced indoor temperature).
In terms of the messages, some theories demonstrated the difference between processing
concrete and abstract words. For example, according to Paivio’s (1990) dual coding theory, the
messages that individuals hear or view are encoded and stored in memory by two separate
systems: the verbal system and the nonverbal (imagery or visual) system. The theory suggests
that compared with abstract words that only access the verbal system, concrete words are ready
to access both systems, which makes it easier to process and remember them (Paivio et al.,
1994), which supports my perspective on people processing information framed in abstract and
concrete ways differently. Context availability theory argues that compared to abstract words,
concrete words are processed faster because of a broader contextual verbal support, which means
concrete words activate more associative information (Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983;
Schwanenflugel & Stowe, 1989). Based on the reviewed literature, it is obvious that different
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types of messages with the same content are processed differently.
Different ambient temperatures also are proved to have a close connection with
differences of psychological proximity (Ijzerman & Semin, 2009). More specifically, higher
temperature generates greater psychological proximity (Ijzerman & Semin, 2009). According to
CLT, people implicitly associate psychological distance with high-level construal and
psychological proximity with low-level construal (Trope & Liberman, 2010). At low-level
construal, individuals focus on the details of the information and the particulars. In contrast, at
high-level construal, individuals focus on the overall description of the information and big
picture of a scenario. Furthermore, psychological proximity facilitates processing an idea
concretely, while psychological distance facilitates processing an idea abstractly (Wakslak et al.,
2006). When people are experiencing psychological proximity, it is easier for them to process the
information framed concretely, and on the other hand, when they are experiencing psychological
distance, it is easier for them to process the information framed abstractly. In sum, after watching
warm images, people would have a feeling of warmth, which generates psychological proximity
that promotes the ability to process the concrete message.
In addition, cold images leave individuals a feeling of distance (Ijzerman & Semin, 2009;
Liberman & Trope, 2005). When people are experiencing psychological distance, construal
would become more abstract. CLT contends that as people are getting more psychological
distance from the object, they tend to use higher levels of construal to describe the object. As
discussed, high-level construal individuals focus on overall features of the object. Messages
framed in an abstract way emphasize the big picture of the scenario and show the information in
a more general way. Therefore, it is expected that when people are viewing advertisements
consisting of cold images and abstract messages, it is easier for people to process.
Thus, it is expected that warm images and concrete words could work better together than
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warm images and abstract words, and cold images and abstract words could work better together
than cold images and concrete words. These two combinations are easier for people to process
and understand the information in the advertisement. The ease of processing information would
promote more positive judgments (Storme et al., 2015). Thus, I propose,
H1: Advertisements with concrete messages and warm images will lead to more
favourable (a) advertisement evaluation and (b) product evaluation than advertisements
with abstract messages and warm images.
H2: Advertisements with abstract messages and cold images will lead to more favourable
(a) advertisement evaluation and (b) product evaluation than advertisements with
concrete messages and cold images.
Alter and Oppenheimer (2009) defined processing fluency as “the subjective experience of
ease with which people process information” (p. 1414). Further studies support and extend the
understanding of processing fluency, which can be defined as the smoothness of ongoing cognitive
processes (Reber et al., 2004). Specifically, in this research, people may find it easy or difficult to
process different versions of the advertisement with the same content. Due to various designs of
the advertisements, even though they are telling the same story, people will have different
understandings of them. That is why I am trying to find a fit condition of image and message in the
advertisement to maximize the stimulation of positive evaluations of advertisement.
Consumers will evaluate the advertisement more favourably when the expectation of the
advertisement is consistent with how it appears (Chae & Hoegg, 2013). In an advertising context,
researchers demonstrate the congruency between people’s conceptualization and the design of
the advertisement as “fit” (Chae & Hoegg, 2013; Oakes, 2007). In my research, when people are
viewing the advertisement with warm (cold) images and concrete (abstract) messages, it is
matched with how people expect the presentation of the advertisement. More specifically, the
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psychological proximity (distance) generated by viewing warm images promote the ability to
process concrete (abstract) messages, which is matched with the designed advertisement with
warm and concrete message. The specific combination of image and message demonstrated by
scholars that could make people feel easier to process is the same as how actually the
advertisement is shown to them. Thus, under such fit condition, there are no obstacles or
difficulties for people to process the advertisement, which finally lead to process the information
fluently.
Processing information that requires less effort and without any obstacles could be
regarded as processing at a high level of fluency (Winkielman et al., 2003). Researchers have
already attributed fluency to message comprehensibility (Masson, 1995) or stimulus clarity
(Seamon et al., 1998). Therefore, a better design of images and messages in the advertisement
would influence the ease or difficulty of processing the content and then the level of processing
fluency. Thus, I propose concrete (abstract) words and warm (cold) images create a fit condition
that could enhance processing fluency.
By manipulating process fluency using different methods by scholars, the results show
that a high level of process fluency promotes more positive judgments (Reber & Schwarz, 1999;
Reber et al., 1998; Storme et al., 2015). Therefore, it is expected that fit advertising content
generates a higher level of process fluency and would influence advertisement evaluation and
product evaluations positively. I formulate a hypothesis below. Figure 1 presents the conceptual
model.
H3: Processing fluency mediates the effect of the advertisement on (a) advertisement
evaluation and (b) product evaluation when there is an advertisement message and image fit.
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Conceptual Model
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Research Methodology and Findings
Study 1
Study 1 investigated the effect between image temperature and message concreteness on
product evaluation and advertisement evaluation. A 2 (image temperature: warm vs. cold) x 2
(message concreteness: abstract vs. concrete) between-subjects design was used in this study. In
this study, I chose shoes as the researched products. A previous study that analyzed how
different designs of the advertisement influence the brand trust, ease of the process, and feeling
right (fit condition) of the advertisement chose yacht rental, cars, and running shoes as the
researched products (Monahan & Romero, 2020). Since my research also investigates how
different versions of the advertisement influence advertisement and product evaluations, I follow
their path to research shoes in Study 1 and cars in the Study 2.
Participants
Study participants were recruited from Prolific, an online panel similar to Amazon
Technical Turk. A total of 203 people (aged 18−70 years, M=33.49 years; 27% male)
participated in the study.
Stimulus Development
First, two images were developed to manipulate image temperature. One represents a
cold image and the other represents a warm image. A warm image was designed to contain a
desert and sun scene and a cold image was designed to contain a snow scene. Two messages
were developed to manipulate message concreteness. One represents an abstract message and the
other represents a concrete message. Abstract messages were designed to introduce features (e.g.,
eco-friendly and durable) of a pair of shoes in a general way whereas concrete messages were
designed to introduce the same features of the shoes in a detailed way. The images and messages
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are presented in Appendix A.
A pretest was conducted to make sure that the image and message manipulations are
effective. In this pretest, 60 participants were recruited and presented with one image and one
message randomly. After viewing the image, participants were asked, “Do you think the image
passes you a feeling of warmth?” and “Do you think the image passes you a feeling of
coldness?” The responses to image temperature were rated on 7-point Likert scale (1=strongly
disagree to 7=strongly agree). The responses to the first item were recoded. Higher scores
indicate a colder temperature. The results indicated that the warm image I chose could pass
people a feeling of warmth and the cold image we chose could give people a feeling of coldness
(Mwarm = 1.92 Mcold = 5.83, t = 29.806, p < 0.001). The responses to message concreteness were
rated on 7-point semantic differential scale with four items (abstract vs. concrete, not precise vs.
precise, not specific vs. specific, not detailed vs. detailed). Higher ratings indicate messages are
more concrete. The results indicated that participants consider the concrete messages to be more
concrete than the abstract one (Mabstract = 3.10, Mconcrete = 5.39, t = 18.871, p < 0.001).
Procedure
Participants were told to imagine they are browsing in a shopping mall without any clear
plan to purchase any product. They were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions. The
four versions of the advertisements could be found in Appendix B. They were told that the
purpose of the study was to understand consumers’ advertisement and product evaluations. After
viewing the advertisement closely, they were asked to express opinions toward product
evaluation on a 9-point semantic differential scale with four items (bad vs. good, dislike vs. like,
undesirable vs. desirable, and low-quality vs. high-quality, α = 0.815); advertisement evaluation
on 7-point semantic differential scale with three items (uninteresting vs. interesting, negative vs.
positive, poor quality vs. excellent quality, α = 0.785); processing fluency on a 7-point Likert
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scale (1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree) with three items (clear, easy to process, and well
structured, α = 0.825); advertisement involvement on a 6-point Likert scale with three items (“I
was involved with the advertisement content”, “I concentrated on the advertisement content”,
and “I paid attention to the advertisement content when viewing the advertisement”, α = 0.779).
Covariates were measured to control for extraneous variation in the data using analysis of
covariance. Advertisement involvement is chosen to the covariate tested in the study is because
the large literature suggesting its usefulness in assessing the extent to which people process ad
information in an in-depth manner (Martin et al., 2008). Demographic information regarding the
participants’ gender, age, education, employment, and income was collected at the end.
Results
Manipulation Checks. In terms of the message and image manipulations, all participants
in this study were asked opinions towards the image and message shown in the advertisement.
To make sure participants understand the question clearly, I gave them the definitions for
abstract and concrete message (definitions are presented in Appendix C). The results showed that
the participants considered the cold image passed more coldness to them (Mwarm = 2.28, Mcold =
5.89, t = 24.24, p < 0.001). The results also showed that the participants considered the concrete
messages more concrete than the abstract messages (Mabstract = 3.23, Mconcrete = 5.15, t = -9.35, p <
0.001). Therefore, the manipulations were successful.
Hypothesis Testing. A two-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on advertisement
evaluation was performed. Advertisement involvement was included as a covariate. The results
revealed that the covariate advertisement involvement had a significant effect on advertisement
evaluation (F (1, 198) = 7.18, p < 0.001). The respondents with higher advertisement
involvement exhibited a more positive attitude toward the advertisement (β = 0.44, t = 7.18, p <
0.001) than those with lower advertisement involvement. No other main effects were found. The
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results revealed a significant interaction effect of message concreteness and image temperature
on advertisement evaluation (F (1,198) = 12.02, p = 0.001). Planned contrast effects were
performed to explore the interaction effect. When a cold image was presented, abstract messages
generated a higher level of advertisement evaluation than concrete messages (Mabstract = 4.17,
Mconcrete = 3.54; F (1,198) = 6.79, p = 0.01). When a warm image was presented, concrete
messages generated a higher level of advertisement evaluation than abstract messages (Mabstract =
3.74, Mconcrete = 4.24; F (1,198) = 4.50, p < 0.05). Thus, hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 are
supported.
A two-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on product evaluation was performed.
Advertisement involvement was included as a covariate. The results revealed that the covariate
advertisement involvement had a significant effect on product evaluation (F (1, 198) = 5.98, p <
0.001). The results revealed a significant interaction effect of message concreteness and image
temperature on product evaluation (F (1,198) = 24.17, p < 0.001). The respondents with higher
advertisement involvement exhibited a more positive attitude toward the product (β = 0.49, t =
5.98, p < 0.001) than those with lower advertisement involvement. No other main effects were
found. Planned contrast effects were performed to explore the interaction effect. When a cold
image was presented, abstract messages generated more favourable product evaluations than
concrete messages (Mabstract = 5.65, Mconcrete = 4.78; F (1,198) = 7.92, p < 0.01). When a warm
image was presented, concrete messages generated more favourable product evaluations than
abstract messages (Mabstract = 4.64, Mconcrete = 5.92; F (1,198) = 17.27, p < 0.001).
Mediation Effect. I conducted a mediation analysis by using PROCESS Model 4 to test
the mediating effect of processing fluency on advertisement and product evaluations,
respectively. Before analyzing the data, I coded a new variable as our independent variable. In
the new variable, I labeled either a warm image with concrete messages or a cold image with
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abstract messages as a “fit” condition, and the other conditions were labeled as a “nonfit”
condition.
A bootstrapping mediation analysis at a 95% confidence interval (CI) with 5,000
bootstrapped samples revealed that the “fit” condition affected product evaluation and
advertisement evaluation through processing fluency. The “fit” condition influenced processing
fluency (a = 0.45, t = 2.71, p < 0.01), advertisement evaluation (c = 0.35, t = 2.36, p < 0.1), and
product evaluation (c = 0.89, t = 4.18, p < 0.001). The mediator (processing fluency) influenced
advertisement evaluation (b = 0.46, t = 7.34, p < 0.001) and product evaluation (b = 0.34, t =
3.85, p < 0.001). The bootstrapping tests indicated that processing fluency mediated the indirect
effect of “fit” condition on advertisement evaluation (a*b=0.21, 95%CI= 0.0519 to 0.3890) and
product evaluation (a*b=0.15, 95%CI= 0.0261 to 0.3570). Thus, hypothesis 3 is supported.
Discussion
The results of Study 1 suggest that a warm image which fits better with concrete
messages than abstract messages generated more positive advertisement and product evaluations.
A cold image which fits better with abstract messages than with concrete messages generated
more positive advertisement and product evaluations. In addition, the effect of the fit condition
of image temperature and message concreteness on advertisement evaluation and product
evaluation was mediated by respondents’ advertisement processing fluency.
I have another study that chooses cars as the research product to test the generalizability
of the findings of the Study 1. Since the researched product, shoes, in Study 1 is the common
products in a shopping mall, there is a large part of the consumers have the purpose of buying a
pair of shoes while browsing in the store. However, compared to the shoes, cars are not common
products that usually sold in a shopping mall. Thus, I try to make sure that both common and
uncommon products are included to test the reliability of the hypothesis.
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Study 2
Study 2 investigated the effect between image temperature and message concreteness on
product evaluation and advertisement evaluation. A 2 (image temperature: warm vs. cold) x 2
(message concreteness: abstract vs. concrete) between-subjects design was used in this study. In
this study, I chose the car as my research product.
Participants
Study participants were recruited from Prolific, an online panel similar to Amazon
Technical Turk. A total of 319 people (aged 18-70 years, M=33.49 years; 27% male) participated
in the study.
Stimulus Development
First, the same two images (cold and warm) in Study1 were used to manipulate image
temperature. Two messages were developed to manipulate message concreteness. One represents
an abstract message and the other represents a concrete message. Abstract messages were
designed to introduce features (e.g., fuel efficient and comfortable) of a car in a general way
whereas concrete messages were designed to introduce the same features of the car in a detailed
way. The images and messages are presented in the Appendix D.
A pretest was conducted to make sure that the image and message manipulations are
effective. I also checked the message persuasiveness for both abstract and concrete messages. In
this pretest, 50 participants were recruited and presented with one image and one message
randomly. The measurements of image temperature, message concreteness, and persuasiveness
were the same as those used in Study 1. The results indicated that the warm image I chose could
pass people a feeling of warmth and the cold image I chose could give people a feeling of
coldness (Mwarm = 1.92 Mcold = 5.83, t = 29.806, p<0.001). Participants consider the concrete
messages to be more concrete than the abstract one (Mabstract = 3.58, Mconcrete = 5.12, t = -4.72, p <
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0.001). The responses to message persuasiveness were rated on 7-point semantic differential
scale with five items (bad vs. good, dislike vs. like, uninteresting vs. interesting, unpleasant vs.
pleasant, unfavourable vs. favourable). Both concrete and abstract messages generate similar
level of message persuasiveness (Mabstract =5.22 Mconcrete = 4.94, t = 0.862, p < 0.5).
Procedure
The procedure was the same as we used in Study1. Participants were told to imagine they
are browsing in a shopping mall without any clear plan to purchase any product. They were
randomly assigned to one of the four conditions. The four versions of the advertisements could
be found in Appendix E. They were told that the purpose of the study was to understand
consumers’ advertisement evaluation and product evaluation. After viewing the advertisement
closely, they were asked to express opinions toward product evaluation on 9-point semantic
differential scale with four items (bad vs. good, dislike vs. like, undesirable vs. desirable, and
low-quality vs. high-quality, α = 0.883); advertisement evaluation on 7-point semantic
differential scale with three items (uninteresting vs. interesting, negative vs. positive, poor
quality vs. excellent quality, α = 0.755); processing fluency on a 7-point Likert scale (1=strongly
disagree to 7=strongly agree) with three items (clear, easy to process, and well structured, α =
0.929); and advertisement involvement on 6-point Likert scale with three items (“I was involved
with the advertisement content”, “I concentrated on the advertisement content”, and “I paid
attention to the advertisement content when viewing the advertisement”, α = 0.759).
Demographic information regarding the participants’ gender, age, education, employment, and
income was collected at the end.
Results
Manipulation Checks. In terms of the message and image manipulations, all participants
in this study were asked opinions towards the image and message shown in the advertisement.
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To make sure participants understood the question clearly, I gave them the definitions for
abstract and concrete message (definitions are presented in Appendix C). The results showed that
the participants considered the cold image passed more coldness to them (Mwarm = 2.93, Mcold =
5.90, t = 24.16, p < 0.001). The results also showed that the participants considered the concrete
messages more concrete than the abstract messages (Mabstract = 2.95, Mconcrete = 4.90, t = -13.38, p
< 0.001). Therefore, the manipulations were successful.
Hypothesis Testing. A two-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on advertisement
evaluation was performed. Advertisement involvement was included as a covariate. The results
revealed that the covariate advertisement involvement had a significant effect on advertisement
evaluation (F (1, 314) = 5.04, p < 0.001). The respondents with higher advertisement
involvement exhibited a more positive attitude toward the advertisement (β = 0.27, t = 5.04, p <
0.001) than those with lower advertisement involvement. No other main effects were found. The
results revealed a significant interaction effect of message concreteness and image temperature
on advertisement evaluation (F (1,314) = 25.43, p < 0.001). Planned contrast effects were
performed to explore the interaction effect. When a cold image was presented, abstract messages
generated a higher level of advertisement evaluation than concrete messages (Mabstract = 4.59,
Mconcrete = 4.19; F (1,314) = 6.20, p < 0.05). When a warm image was presented, concrete
messages generated a higher level of advertisement evaluation than abstract messages (Mabstract =
3.94, Mconcrete = 4.79; F (1,198) = 15.78, p < 0.001). Thus, hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 are
supported.
A two-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on product evaluation was performed.
Advertisement involvement was included as a covariate. The results revealed that the covariate
advertisement involvement had a significant effect on product evaluation (F (1, 314) = 3.44, p =
0.001). The results revealed a significant interaction effect of message concreteness and image
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temperature on product evaluation (F (1,314) = 11.80, p = 0.001). The respondents with higher
advertisement involvement exhibited a more positive attitude toward the product (β = 0.19, t =
3.44, p = 0.001) than those with lower advertisement involvement. No other main effects were
found. Planned contrast effects were performed to explore the interaction effect. When a cold
image was presented, abstract messages generated more favourable product evaluations than
concrete messages (Mabstract = 6.39, Mconcrete = 5.93; F (1,198) = 7.92, p < 0.01). When a warm
image was presented, concrete messages generated more favourable product evaluations than
abstract messages (Mabstract = 4.64, Mconcrete = 5.92; F (1,198) = 17.27, p < 0.001). Thus,
hypotheses 1(a) and 1(b) are supported.
Mediation Effect. I conducted a mediation analysis by using PROCESS Model 4 to test
the mediating effect of processing fluency on advertisement evaluation and product evaluation,
respectively. Similar to Study 1, before analyzing the data, I coded a new variable as my
independent variable. In the new variable, I labeled either a warm image with concrete messages
or a cold image with abstract messages as a “fit” condition, and the other conditions were labeled
as a “nonfit” condition.
A bootstrapping mediation analysis at a 95% confidence interval (CI) with 5,000
bootstrapped samples revealed that the “fit” condition affected advertisement evaluation and
product evaluation through processing fluency. The “fit” condition influenced processing fluency
(a = 0.50, t = 3.81, p < 0.001), advertisement evaluation (c = 0.42, t = 3.46, p < 0.01) and product
evaluation (c= 0.46, t= 42.86, p < 0.01). The mediator (processing fluency) influenced and
advertisement evaluation (b = 0.28, t = 5.44, p < 0.001) and product evaluation (b = 0.33, t=
4.88, p < 0.001). The bootstrapping tests indicated that processing fluency mediated the indirect
effect of “fit” condition on advertisement evaluation (a*b = 0.14, 95%CI= 0.0621 to 0.2315) and
product evaluation (a*b = 0.16, 95%CI = 0.0658 to 0.2901). Thus, hypothesis 3 is supported.
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Discussion
The results of Study 2 suggest that a warm image presented with concrete messages as
opposed to abstract messages generated more positive advertisement evaluation and product
evaluation. A cold image presented with abstract messages as opposed to concrete messages
generated more positive advertisement evaluation and product evaluation. In addition, the effect
of the fit condition of message concreteness and image temperature on advertisement evaluation
and product evaluation was mediated by respondents’ advertisement processing fluency.
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General Discussion
This research examines the effects of image temperature (warm image and cold image)
and message type (abstract messages and concrete messages) on advertisement and product
evaluation. It also explores the mediating role of processing fluency in the observed effects.
Results from this research show that warm images when being paired with concrete messages in
an advertisement generate more favourable advertisement and product evaluation. On the other
hand, cold images when paired with abstract messages in an advertisement generate more
favourable advertisement and product evaluation. It is proposed that warm images when paired
with concrete messages, cold images when paired with abstract are considered fit, generating
processing fluency and resulting in favourable evaluations. The results confirm the theorizing
that processing fluency mediates the effect of the fit condition on advertisement and product
evaluations. Based on the findings, I can draw several important theoretical and managerial
implications for researchers and practitioners in the field of advertising.
Theoretical Implications
First, this research extends the understanding of temperature triggered by viewing
images. Scholars have examined the effect of temperature on people’s perceptions, feelings, and
behaviours. For example, a haptic stimulus (holding a cup of warm coffee) makes people feel
physically warm, which could trigger feelings of trust and comfort (Williams & Bargh, 2008).
People feel lonelier after holding a cold object in their hands for a short duration (Bargh &
Shalev, 2012). Tactile or visually induced cold temperature could increase people’s perception of
product luxuriousness (Park & Hadi, 2019). Exposure to the ambient coldness increases people’s
vice inclinations (Yu & Wang, 2021). This research focuses on the feeling of warmth and
coldness triggered by visual stimuli, in this case images in advertisement. Specifically, the results
show that an image of the sun or other warm scenery could give viewers a feeling of warmth and
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a cold image of snow or other cold scenery could give viewers a feeling of cold. In addition, the
image temperature (warmth/cold) can interact with advertisement messages to influence
consumers’ advertising information processing and affect advertisement and product evaluations.
Second, this research contributes to advertising literature by exploring the two critical
factors (image and message) in an advertisement. Previous studies have already investigated the
interaction effect between image and message in the advertisement. For example, headlines that
provide a clue to the meaning of a pictorial metaphor in the advertisement can better increase
advertisement liking compared to headlines that completely explain the metaphor (Phillips,
2000); a complete headline, which spells out the advertisement message clearly, leads to more
positive brand communication effects than headlines that only provide a clue (Bergkvist et al.,
2012). Thus, it is important to understand the interaction between image and message because
the fit between image and message could generate better advertising effects. Extending this
stream of research, this study investigates how image temperature (warm and cold) and messages
(concrete and abstract) in an advertisement interact to influence advertisement and product
evaluations. The findings advance our understanding of the interaction effect between image and
message.
Third, by exploring processing fluency as a mediator, I provide insights on how different
images and messages in an advertisement influence advertisement and product evaluation. Lee
(2002) proposed that processing fluency could be triggered perceptually or conceptually. Later, a
third type of processing fluency is demonstrated; encoding fluency is identified as the ease or
difficulty with which information can be encoded in memory (Hertzog et al., 2003). My study
further extends the understanding of processing fluency from a different aspect: CLT. More
specifically, warm images could help generate greater psychological proximity, which promotes
the ability to handle concrete (abstract) messages, cold images could help generate greater
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psychological distance which promotes the ability to handle abstract messages based on the CLT.
Thus, when warm images are paired with concrete messages, cold images are paired with
abstract messages, it is easier to process, which enhances the level of processing fluency and
further leads to more positive evaluations. Thus, the results show different combinations of
images and messages could influence processing fluency, which had not been discovered by
previous study.
Managerial Implications
Firms always allocate a huge budget to design advertisements in order to attract more
customers. Based on the results from the two studies, in order to have a more positive evaluation,
advertisers should be careful when designing images and messages in advertisements. When
images and messages are used together, their combination and its effect should be considered.
The results suggest that image theme can act as a temperature cue that influences consumers’
information processing of advertisement messages. Thus, when advertisers feature a sunshine
scene (i.e., warm image) in the advertisement, concrete messages should be presented so that
they can generate favourable product evaluation and advertisement evaluations. If the marketers
are designing an advertisement with a cold image (i.e., snow scenery), it would be better to
describe the information in an abstract way.
Besides, since some products have their own cold or warm properties. For example, when
thinking about a winter jacket, the first thing that comes to mind spontaneously is its close
association with cold weather. People will have a feeling of cold when they realize the
advertisement is introducing a winter jacket. Thus, based on the results of the research,
advertisers should then think about using abstract words to explain the details in the
advertisement. On the other hand, some products like sunglasses and sunscreen cream give
people a feeling of hot summer when thinking of these products. Under such conditions, the
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advertisement should be designed to tell the information in a concrete way, which is easier for
people to process and more likely to have a positive evaluation of the products.
Moreover, since one of the features we choose to describe the studied products is ecofriendly, we also provide an implication on the green advertising industry. From the practical
standpoint, when trying to persuade customers to choose green products, marketers could
consider more about how to combine the images and messages in the advertisement to best
trigger customers’ purchase intentions. Based on the results, advertisers could design the
advertisements with warm(cold) images and concrete(abstract) messages, which better stimulate
people’s positive evaluation towards the product. Furthermore, it will leave a positive impact on
the global environment.
Limitations and Future Research
This research has some limitations. The study only focuses on the content of the
advertisement. Future studies could investigate the other features of the advertisement. While the
other features are not related to the main or most important part of the advertisement, they could
be like other components of a dominant colour of an advertisement—hue, saturation, and
lightness (Lichtlé, 2007). Future studies could consider the impact of colours of the background
in the advertisement on advertisement persuasiveness. For example, orange (a warm colour)
evokes positive feelings towards the advertisement, while blue (a cold colour) triggers negative
feelings (Palmer, 2013). Therefore, researchers can investigate whether and how different
colours interact with message type (concrete vs. abstract) to influence advertisement
persuasiveness. Messages can also be studied further from different perspectives. For instance,
marketing studies have found that homophones can prime judgments related to an unread
homophone only under conditions of cognitive capacity constraints (Ilicic et al., 2018). It is just
one of the possible aspects that could be studied, and the interaction effect of image and
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homophone could be explored further.
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Conclusion
Overall, I proposed that warm and cold images interact with abstract and concrete
messages to influence advertisement and product evaluation. The results support my theorizing.
Specifically, my research shows that a combination of warm image and concrete message or cold
image and abstract message in an advertisement could generate processing fluency that leads to
positive advertisement and product evaluations. The reasons behind this are supported by
previous literature that it is easier for people to process the advertisement while viewing warm
images with concrete message or cold image with abstract message, which is considered a fit
condition. In addition, compared with the cold condition, higher temperature generates greater
psychological proximity (Ijzerman & Semin, 2009). Thus, based on CLT, psychological distance
promotes the ability to handle abstract messages, while psychological proximity promotes the
ability to deal with concrete messages (Trope & Liberman, 2010). In conclusion, under two fit
conditions, warm image and concrete message, cold image and abstract message, people could
process the advertisement easier, which generates a higher level of processing fluency and then
leads to positive advertisement and product evaluations. This study offers impactful
contributions to advertising and marketing literature, which still lacks adequate attention and
research from scholars.
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Appendix A
Advertisement Image and Advertisement Message for Shoes
Warm image

Cold image
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Abstract message

Concrete message

Eco-friendly

Eco-friendly

This pair of eco-friendly shoes is designed to
leave a positive environmental footprint. The
advanced manufacturing processes help
minimize damage to the environment.

This pair of eco-friendly shoes has an outer
lining made of 100% recycled materials, and
the inside of the shoes is made of 30% natural
latex. The advanced manufacturing processes
result in the reduction of CO2 emissions by
20%.

Durable
This footwear has many versatile features to
offer. By retaining the industry's best features,
we offer shoes that are durable and
comfortable to wear.

.

Durable
This footwear has many versatile features.
Durability is achieved through the use of
synthetic and mesh fabric, and the use of
EVA foam and soft cushioning reduces
friction between the materials to minimize
pressure points and makes them comfortable
to wear.
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Appendix B
Four Advertisement Versions for Shoes
Warm image and concrete message

Eco-friendly
This pair of eco-friendly shoes has an outer lining made of 100% recycled materials, and the
inside of the shoes is made of 30% natural latex. The advanced manufacturing processes result in
the reduction of CO2 emissions by 20%.
Durable
This footwear has many versatile features. Durability is achieved through the use of synthetic
and mesh fabric, and the use of EVA foam and soft cushioning reduces friction between the
materials to minimize pressure points and makes them comfortable to wear.
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Warm image and abstract message

Eco-friendly
This pair of eco-friendly shoes is designed to leave a positive environmental footprint. The
advanced manufacturing processes help minimize damage to the environment.
Durable
This footwear has many versatile features to offer. By retaining the industry's best features, we
offer shoes that are durable and comfortable to wear.
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Cold image & concrete message

Eco-friendly
This pair of eco-friendly shoes has an outer lining made of 100% recycled materials, and the
inside of the shoes is made of 30% natural latex. The advanced manufacturing processes result in
the reduction of CO2 emissions by 20%.
Durable
This footwear has many versatile features. Durability is achieved through the use of synthetic
and mesh fabric, and the use of EVA foam and soft cushioning reduces friction between the
materials to minimize pressure points and makes them comfortable to wear.
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Cold image & abstract message

Eco-friendly
This pair of eco-friendly shoes is designed to leave a positive environmental footprint. The
advanced manufacturing processes help minimize damage to the environment.
Durable
This footwear has many versatile features to offer. By retaining the industry's best features, we
offer shoes that are durable and comfortable to wear.
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Appendix C
Definitions of Abstract and Concrete Messages
• Abstract messages provide general information without any details. For example, “This
pair of shoes is designed to leave a positive environmental footprint.” The message does
not provide additional details.
• Concrete messages provide information in a detailed way with the addition of figures or
explaining with more details. For example, “This pair of shoes is made of 100% recycled
materials and 30% natural latex which helps to reduce CO2 emissions by 20%.” The
message explains how this pair of shoes helps to prevent damage to the environment.
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Appendix D
Advertisement Image and Advertisement Message for Cars
Cold image

Warm image
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Abstract message

Concrete message

This is a fuel-efficient and eco-friendly
automobile that is designed for a positive
environmental footprint. The interior of the
car is sustainably produced from renewable
resources that reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

This fuel-efficient car has an I-VTEC engine
that saves energy by 10%. Using
biodegradable materials (natural bioparticles)
for the interior of the car results in 5%
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
This car offers versatile features. Durability is
achieved with carbon fiber (stronger than
steel), and the use of synthetic-leather seats
makes the car comfortable to drive.

This car offers versatile features. The use of
high-quality materials and parts results in a
car that is durable and comfortable to drive.
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Appendix E
Four Advertisement Versions for Cars
Cold image and abstract message

This is a fuel-efficient and eco-friendly automobile that is designed for a positive environmental
footprint. The interior of the car is sustainably produced from renewable resources that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
This car offers versatile features. The use of high-quality materials and parts results in a car that
is durable and comfortable to drive.
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Cold image and concrete message

This fuel-efficient car has an I-VTEC engine that saves energy by 10%. Using biodegradable
materials (natural bioparticles) for the interior of the car results in 5% reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions.
This car offers versatile features. Durability is achieved with carbon fiber (stronger than steel),
and the use of synthetic-leather seats makes the car comfortable to drive.
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Warm image and abstract message

This is a fuel-efficient and eco-friendly automobile that is designed for a positive environmental
footprint. The interior of the car is sustainably produced from renewable resources that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
This car offers versatile features. The use of high-quality materials and parts results in a car that is
durable and comfortable to drive.
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Warm image and concrete message

This fuel-efficient car has an I-VTEC engine that saves energy by 10%. Using biodegradable
materials (natural bioparticles) for the interior of the car results in 5% reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions.
This car offers versatile features. Durability is achieved with carbon fiber (stronger than steel),
and the use of synthetic-leather seats makes the car comfortable to drive.
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Appendix F
Measurement Scales
Image
Do you think the image pass you a feeling of warmth?
1=very
2=very
3=somewh 4=Neither
5=somewh
strongly
disagree
at disagree or not
at agree
disagree
Do you think the image pass you a feeling of coldness?

1=very
strongly
disagree

2=very
disagree

3=somewh
at disagree

4=Neither
or not

Message
Please indicate your feelings regarding the message.
1
2
3
4
Abstract

6=very
agree

7=very
strongly
agree

5=somewh
at agree

6=very
agree

7=very
strongly
agree

6

7

5

concrete

Precise

Not
precise
Not
detailed

Detailed
Specific

Not
specific

Processing fluency
Please indicate your agreement regarding perceived ease of processing the information in the
message.
clear
1=strongl 2=disag
y disagree ree
Easy
to
1=strongl 2=disag
process
y disagree ree
Well
structured

1=strongl
y disagree

2=disag
ree

3=somew 4=Neithe
hat
r or not
disagree

5=somew 6=
hat agree agree

7= strongly
agree

3=somew 4=Neithe
hat
r or not
disagree

5=somew 6=
hat agree agree

7 strongly
agree

3=somew
hat
disagree

5=somew
hat agree

4=Neithe
r or not

6=
agree

7 strongly
agree
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Advertisement evaluation
What do you think of the advertisement?
1
2
3
4
Uninteresting
Negative
Poor quality
Product evaluation
What do you think of the product?
1
2
3
Bad
Dislike
Undesirable
Low-quality
Advertisement involvement
1
I was involved with the
advertisement content
I concentrated on the
advertisement content
I paid attention to the
advertisement content
when viewing the
advertisement
Demographic questions
What gender do you identify as?
o Male
o Female
o Other
What is your age?
o Under 18 years old
o 18-30 years old
o 31-45 years old

4

5

6

7
Interesting
Positive
Excellent quality

5

6

7

8

9
Good
Like
Desirable
High-quality

2

3

4

5

6
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o 46-70 years old
o Over 70 years old
What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?
o High school
o Bachelor’s degree
o Master’s degree
o PH.D or higher
o Trade school
o Other
Are you currently...?
o Employed for wages
o Self-employed
o A homemaker
o A student
o Retired
o Out of work
o Other
What is your annual household income?
o Less than $25,000
o $25,000 - $50,000
o $50,000 - $100,000
o $10,000 - $200,000
o More than $200,000

